How To Replace Your
Lumex® Set N' Go Rollator Brakes
1. The following items are needed to replace
your handbrakes:
Channel Lock Pliers
Thick Towel or Rag
Replacement Handbrake
2. Wrap towel around handgrip for protection,
then use pliers to apply pressure and rotate
handgrip down as shown. You will hear a pop as
handgrip adhesive releases. Continue twisting to
slide handgrip off.
You can now remove the top screw shown
above, that secures the brake assembly onto the
handle tubing.
3. You will see a spring and cable mechanism on
the rear wheels. Identify the brass cable lock and
loosen the socket head cap screw several turns;
you can then remove the brass cable lock by
pulling straight downward. Pull firmly to
remove the end cable cap. You will have the
pieces shown in the right side picture.
4. Install the brake handle onto the rollator
handle tubing. Feed the cable through the leg
bracket, then feed the spring onto the cable as
shown. Next support the cable and slide the
brass cable stop onto the end of the cable while
trying to avoid bending any cable strands.
Once the brass cable stop is flush with the
spring, tighten the socket head cap screw.
5. Support the brake shoe, lift the spring, and
compress it enough so the shoe will fit between
the spring and the brass cable stop. The cable
stop must go completely below the brake shoe.
Notice, at this point the brake is not tensioned
properly and the brake shoe is far from the tire.
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6. Make sure the brake lever is NOT in the
locked position. While supporting the cable with
the pliers, loosen the locking screw on the brass
cable stop.
Next lift the cable stop up while pulling down on
the cable with pliers. There should be about 2
millimeters of space between the brake shoe and
the tire. (Thickness of two pennies stacked).
Confirm the brake is functional and adjust if
needed.
7. You must use adhesive to reinstall the grip.
Spray is recommended but epoxy, gorilla glue
and rubber cement are suitable adhesives.
Apply a moderate amount of spray adhesive (or
a few drops of a recommended alternative glue)
to handle tubing.
8. Position the handles at the same height and
secure with knob and bolt. Slide the grip over
the adhesive completely to the brake assembly.
Before allowing the adhesive to set, grasp the
handles as if you are operating the rollator and
twist to ensure they are positioned correctly and
feel the same on both sides.
9. After following the recommended instructions
to apply the adhesive, allow adhesive to set
before using the rollator.

* It is recommended that you seek the assistance
of a local provider in replacing your rollator
handbrakes if and when possible.
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